We give an approach to the theory of effect-valued measures taking their values in the positive operators on a Hilbert space. The concept of operator-valued measure is fundamental in modern theories of quantum measurements. In the paper we introduce and study relations of dominance and equivalence between two effect-valued measures and concepts of maximal and minimal effect-valued measures. Characterizations of maximal effect-valued measures are obtained in the discrete case and in the case of commutative range. As an example we study the so-called Bargman measure which can be interpreted as a simultaneous non-ideal measurement of position and momentum.
Introduction
In modern theories of quantum measurements the concept of operator-valued measure plays a fundamental role. Perhaps the first paper in which a positive operator-valued measure for quantum measurement purposes appears is [2] . Later on operator-valued measures have been used in considerations on simultaneous measurement and joint probability in quantum mechanics (see e.g. [10] ).
More recently, De Muynck and Martens studied effect-valued measures on countable measure spaces. These measures have their values in the positive operators on finite dimensional Hilbert spaces. There is no a formal difference between these "effect-valued measures" and the "instruments" in [2] . The main subjects of study in [7, 8, 9] are ordering relations, maximality relations and inaccuracy principle.
However, arbitrary measure spaces and positive operators on an infinite dimensional separable Hilbert space are the natural setting for the concepts in [7, 8, 9] . In our paper we present the elementary general theory of effect-valued measures. In Section 2 we develop the concepts of dominance and equivalence between two effect-valued measures. Also some general properties of maximal and minimal effect-valued measures are discovered. Section 3 is devoted to characterizations of maximal effect-valued measures. In Section 4 as an example we study a simultaneous non-ideal measurement of position and momentum. In our discussion the Bargman representation of coherent states is fundamental. In the whole paper the Hilbert spaces we consider are always supposed to be separable.
Elementary theory
In this section we introduce concepts of dominance and equivalence between two effectvalued measures. An elementary theory of the concepts is developed. In particular, we examine general properties of maximal and minimal effect-valued measures.
Definition 1 Let~be a u-algebra of subsets of a set 0, H be a separable Hilbert space, B( H) be the space of all linear continuous operators on H. A function A defined on~, which takes values in the set B(H)+ of positive operators of B(H), is called an effect-valued measure (EVM) on~if: 1) A(O) = I, 2)
A(U~lXi) = L~l A(X i ) in the strong operator topology, where Xi E~, Xi n X j = 0 (i =I-j).
We denote by 9)1(0,~, H) the space of all effect-valued measures on~with values in (Yi) 
B(H)+.

Remark 1 Consider the following norm on B(H) : fix a dense subset
Therefore, 1,\1 is finitely additive. It is clear that ,\(X) = 0 <{:} I,\I(X) = 0 for X E~. Now take X n 1 0, X n E~. Then '\(X n )~0 and consequently 1,\I(X n )~0 (n~(0) in view of Remark 1.
D
Let us introduce the following notations. Let 0 be a set,~be a a-algebra of subsets 
we denote by supp f the support of f (we again consider a concrete "representative").
[Xh is the class of all sets Y E~which are equivalent to X. We put
is a Boolean a-algebra with the operations defined by 
(in the sense of Dunford-Schwartz [3, pages 322-323) ). 
It is obvious that '\(Od = I and ,\ is finitely additive. To prove the a-additivity of '\, 
in the pointwise topology. The function r(X) is defined "I-almost everywhere since the sequence is fundamental for 1J-almost all W E 0 3 : in fact we have the following relation and hence
Similarly, it is a simple matter to verify that we get the same function r(X) 1J-almost everywhere if we take another sequence of simple functions (hn)~=l C L'~O(02,/l) with the
Therefore, r is finitely additive. Moreover, r(OI)(w) = 1 for 1J-almost all W E 0 3 since
We assert that r E M(E I , 1J). To show that, we use arguments similar to a proof of the 
Otherwise that follows from the
Therefore, there exists Z3 E E 3 such that 1] (Z3) = 0 and
At last, take W E n 3 \ (U~=lZi) and mEN with the property Iq(Ek,n)(w) I < E/3 for each n > m. Then for any n > m we can find In E N such that 
is minimal if and only if
A E [A]. Proof (a). If A E [AJ, then A(X) = r p(X)(v)dA(v) = p(X)(vo)I \lXE~, lo.o where p(X)(vo) is a probability measure on L Assume now that Ao(-) = m(·) I for a probability measure m. Then Ao(X) = Ina p(X)(v) dA(v) for p(.) = m(·) 10. 0 , that is A o ---+ A. On the other hand, A ---+ A for any A E 9J1(0,~, H) since A(X) = 10. p(X)(u) dA(u), X E {0,00}, p(0) = 0, p(Oo) = 10..
D
Unlike the minimal EVMs, the concept of the maximal EVM is much more deeper. We will characterize maximal EVMs in particular cases in the next section. Here we consider general properties of maximal EVMs. For M c B( H) we denote by MP the set of all projections in M.
Introduce the concept of countable direct sum of EVMs. Let J be a finite or countable set. For Ai E 9J1(!1 i ,~i, Hi), i E J let !1 be the disjoint union of !1 i and~be the a-algebra of all sets X C !1 such that X n !1 i E~i, for every i E J. Then for H = ffiiEJ Hi define 
Moreover, J.lo(!1 o ) is the projection P k on the space H k , so that and 
each i E J we have p(!1 i ) = I Yi for some Yi E~'. Clearly, we can assume that (Yi )iEJ is a partition of !1'. Hence, for~; = {Y E~' lYe Yi}, i E J we obtain J.l1~: -+ Ai and 
Proof Clearly, U).(·)U-
The result follows from the obvious implications: 
is projection-valued (that is, ). is a spectral resolution of identity), then). is injective.
Proof Any real function f E LOO(O,).) can be decomposed into its positive and negative
parts: f = f lx o -(-f) lX8' where X o = f-1 [0, +00). Now the equality In f(u) d).(u) = a implies Ix o f d)' = IX8 (-f) d)..
denoting).~p, if there exists a Boolean isomorphism <II :~1().) ---+~z().)
with the property )'(X) = p(<II ([X],,) ).
Here by a Boolean isomorphism we mean a bijective mapping <II :~1().) ---+~z().) such that and
Remark 6 If).~p, then). f-7 p.
Proof Define p(X) = ly, Y E <II ([X],,) . Therefore, )'(X) = I n 2 p(X) dp and p ---+ ).. By the symmetry, ). 
The mapping <I> is a suitable isomorphism: take (Xi)~l C EI, Xi n X j = 0 (i i= j). 
(X). An EVM ). is called non-atomic if the set of atoms of). is empty. ). is called discrete if there exists a family (Xi)iEJ of atoms of)
. such that Xi n X j = 0 (i i= j) and UiEJX i = n.
A discrete EVM " is said to be 2-independent if operators ).(X i ) and )'(X j ) are linearly
independent for all i i= j, i, j E J, where (Xi )iEJ is the set of atoms of ).. 
Then the set J is finite or countable.
Proof Let (Yj )~1 be a dense subset in Hand kEf. We can assume that Jk n J m = 0 (k =I-m) and UkEfJk = J. For each kEf choose
It is a simple matter to verify that >'0 E 9J1(n o , Eo, H) and >'0 is 2-independent. Moreover,
and so >. ---+ >'0. On the other hand, define
if i E Jk and extend by the additivity to any set in E. From
we get q E M(E, >'0) and the equality in the pointwise topology. Therefore,
what is required to prove. (1) A is maximal; (2) there exists a system (ei)iEJ of unit vectors in
Proof The implication (2) =* (1) 
and~is generated by {u}, {v}, {w}, (Xik#. Let no be n \ {u},~o be the o--subalgebra of subsets of 0 0 generated by the family {{v}, {w}, {Xd i#}.
It is clear that fl E 9)1(0 0 ,~o, H). Moreover, for we have
hat is fl -t ..\. From the maximality of ..\ we get
Thus, we can apply the construction for each vector x E PH, Ilxll = 1 and find the corresponding j3(x) and i(x). If vectors x,y E PH, Ilxll = Ilyll = 1, are linearly independent, then or ..\(Xi(x) n Xi(y)) =0. Since (Xi)iEJ is a partition of 0, that means Xi(x) n Xi(y) = 0 and i (x) =I-i (y ). Consequently, taking an uncountable family of unit pairwise linear independent vectors in PH, we obtain that the set J is uncountable, which contradicts Lemma 3.1. 0
For ..\ E 9)1(0,~, H) we denote by A1>.. the von Neumann algebra generated by ..\(X), X E~, that is, 1' .1>.. is the second commutant A(~)". 
we have
what concludes the proof. 
implies ' TJ --jo A and from the maximality of A we get A +-+ ' TJ. Consequently, there exists
In particular, 
that is A is maximal by Theorem 3.7. However, A(~) is not contained in B(H)P.
Example
In Lz(R) we consider the so called normalised coherent states 
